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The grounds feature 200 plant species, 17 of which are exclusively grown for the maison's skincare and makeup. Image credit: YSL

 
By EMILY IRIS DEGN

France's YSL Beauty is celebrating  a natural space it has tended since 2014.

Boosting  its mission-driven status, the maison is taking  viewers to the Ourika Community Gardens in Morocco via a new video on
social media channels. A decade into service, these sustainable harvesting  g rounds support a local female cooperative and
produce exclusive ing redients for YSL's skincare and makeup, with frag rance to benefit in 2025.

"I think there's something  authentic here in a time where there's a lot of g reenwashing , and this is clearly not g reenwashing ," said
Katherine C. Sredl, marketing  lecturer at Loyola University Chicag o Quinlan School of Business, Chicag o.

"It is hard to g et reg ulation on beauty and to g et ing redient integ rity, and YSL is making  a very g ood market move to position
themselves in that space and tell that story," Ms. Sredl said. "This is clean, authentic and natural, speaking  to the consumer
demand for something  new in skincare.

"It g ets down to the essentials but is also refined, and that that's what affluent consumers would be looking  for."

Ms. Sredl is not affiliated with YSL Beauty, but ag reed to comment as an industry expert.

Flowers and ecof eminism
The Ourika Community Gardens are located in the foothills of the Atlas Mountains in Morocco, a nation known to have been a
source of inspiration to Mr. Saint Laurent himself.

This reg ion specifically is known for dramatically hot summers and frig id winters. Desig nated as "a land of contrasts" by YSL, it is
this arid ecosystem that the house chose to care for 10 years ag o.
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Native species thrive in the Atlas reg ion's YSL garden. Image credit: YSL

The brand considers the space to be a biodiverse laboratory, working  with and financially supporting  32 local women who tend
to the org anic plants. Literacy classes and g ardening  training  courses are provided to them, as well as instruction in sales and
administration.

The female g roup picks everything  by hand, its oils and materials extracted throug h environmentally-conscious means.

Thanks to rewilding  efforts a reg enerative plig ht that fellow luxury g iants are sympathetic to (see story) 200 species g row on-
site, including  17  botanical ing redients that are exclusive to YSL skincare and makeup. The collective harnesses solar power, and
thanks to an open-walled format, allows for the spreading  of the chemical-free native species throug hout the surrounding
habitats.

Some plants are grown exclusively for YSL beauty products and picked with care. Image credit: YSL

This idea was made possible by French g arden desig ners ric Ossart and Arnaud Maurires, who followed reg ional ancestral
techniques to create the lush space.

The duo divided the harvest project into three areas: one for producing  and harvesting  plants used in YSL's products, another
for testing  new ing redients and, lastly, an area that tributes Mr. Saint Laurent's love of flowers via botanical cultivation.

Water flows naturally throug hout from the Atlas Mountains and drystone terraces nurture lemon trees, saffron, marig old, cacti,
jasmine and iris. The founder's favorites, z innias and birds of paradise, also flourish.

Other species, such as Sainfoin and Phacelia, are planted specifically to enrich the soil, adding  to the reg enerative qualities of the
g arden and the marketing  appeal of the products it fuels.
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YSL is investing  in the financial and professional futures of local women. Image credit: YSL

"I think that there's some kind of pleasure missing  from a lot of quiet beauty and clean beauty like I have to do this,'" said Ms.
Sredl.

"But when we associate the product back with g ardening  and the joy of being  in nature, it g ives us the joy that comes from
taking  care of ourselves or the joy of experimenting  with the luxury brand."

As luxury consumers show increased enthusiasm for g reen products and values-driven advertising , causes like circularity,
org anic g rowing  (see story) and ecofeminism (see story) are showing  up more in campaig ns released by various maisons.

This latest instance has the unique ang le of being  a decade into making  an impact, covering  many environmental movements,
from women's empowerment to clean energ y to, at the heart of it all, rewilding .

Thanks to the open-concept format of the gardens, organically cared-for seeds can spread around the reg ion and boost biodiversity. Image credit:
YSL

"Rewilding  is g reat," said Ms. Sredl.

"We see it everywhere," she said. "It's a big  trend that g oes along  with the trend of caring  about where we live and about
sustainability.

"Rewilding  is really g ood for YSL because it helps g et to a young er market that's most interested in these thing s, helping  its
business."

Luxury beauty with a conscience
Lately, those in the makeup and skincare realm have been taking  to g reen marketing  and product drops.

Like YSL, premium labels hig hlig ht how nature contributes to products and how, in turn, they g ive back. French beauty brand
Guerlain is among  them, positioning  wild landscapes and thriving  g ardens as the key to its perfumes (see story).

Others, such as Italian fashion house Prada, focus instead on packag ing , launching  refillable lipsticks, eyeshadows and more (see
story).

YSL celebrates 10 years of Ourika Community Gardens

Since many are willing  to pay more for products that alig n with their values, sustainability not only benefits the planet and the
ecosystems brands rely on for sourcing  but companies' bottom lines as well. As a result, new specialty seg ments are booming ,
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such as anti-pollution skincare, which is expected to be worth $15.2 billion by 2033.

But YSL's take on clean beauty has a chance of standing  out, appealing  specifically to customer seg ments "concerned with
luxury and skincare, and thing s that are rarefied, authentic and experiential," according  to Ms. Sredl.
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